63 willys jeep

The jeep became the primary light wheeled transport vehicle of the United States military and its
allies, with President Eisenhower once calling it "one of three decisive weapons the U. Large
numbers of jeeps were provided to U. Author Charles K. Hyde wrote: "In many respects, the
jeep became the iconic vehicle of World War II, with an almost mythological reputation of
toughness, durability, and versatility. The jeep was considered such a valuable vehicle that
General Eisenhower wrote that most senior officers regarded it as one of the five most
important pieces of equipment used to win the war. Its influence, however, was much greater
than that â€” manufacturers around the world began building jeeps and similar designs, either
under license or not â€” at first primarily for military purposes, but later also for the civilian
market. The Willys Jeep was the world's first mass-produced civilian four-wheel drive car. The
success of the jeep inspired both an entire category of recreational 4WDs and SUVs , making
"four-wheel drive" a household term, and numerous incarnations of military light utility
vehicles. In , the American Enterprise Institute called the jeep "one of the most influential
designs in automotive history". Its "sardine tin on wheels" silhouette and slotted grille are
perhaps even more instantly recognizable than the VW Beetle and has evolved into the currently
produced Jeep Wrangler long after the demise of the original Jeep design. The design of the
World War II jeep was the result of a long process, involving the contributions of both U. The
idea of the jeep originated with the infantry, which needed a low, powerful vehicle with
four-wheel drive â€” the latter were mostly tied to three companies: Bantam, Willys, and Ford,
with the development repeatedly being described as a "design by committee". Hogan of the U.
This vehicle is the result of much research and many tests. Advances in earlyth century
technology resulted in widespread mechanisation of the military during World War I. General
John Pershing viewed horses and mules as acceptable for the previous three U. Immediately
after World War I, the use of motor vehicles in that war was considered only a prelude to much
greater application in future armed conflicts. As early as , the U. Army Quartermaster Corps
recommended the acquisition of a new kind of military vehicle, ".. Army started looking for a
small vehicle suited for reconnaissance and messaging, while at the same time searching for a
light cross-country weapons carrier. At the same time, there was a drive for standardization. By
the end of World War I, U. Army experimented with a bantam weight "midget truck" for scouts
and raiders. After , when the U. Congress declared World War I vehicles obsolete, procurement
for "remotorization of the Army" gained more traction. Meanwhile, in Asia and the Pacific, Japan
had already invaded Manchuria in , and was warring with China from Its Imperial Army used a
small, three-man crew, four-wheel drive car for reconnaissance and troop movements, the
Kurogane Type 95 , introduced in By the U. Army solicited proposals from domestic automobile
manufacturers. Recognizing the need to create standard specifications, the Army formalized its
requirements on 11 July , and submitted them to U. In the early s, the Infantry Board at Fort
Benning became interested in the British Army 's use of the tiny Austin 7 car in a
reconnaissance role, and they obtained a car from the American Austin company in
Pennsylvania which built them under license. By American Austin had gone bankrupt and
reorganized as American Bantam. They had loaned 3 cars to the Pennsylvania National Guard
for trials during summer maneuvers. Bantam officials met with chiefs of Infantry and Cavalry
and suggested a contract to further develop a military version of their car. A subcommittee of
army officers and civilian engineers was tasked with created detailed specifications for the
proposed vehicles. One of the first things they did was to visit the Bantam factory and look at
their existing compact cars. By the end of June specifications had been drawn up [34]. By now
the war was underway in Europe, so the Army's need was urgent and demanding. Bids were to
be received by 22 July, a span of just eleven days. Manufacturers were given 49 days to submit
their first prototype and 75 days for completion of 70 test vehicles. The diminutive dimensions
were similar in size and weight to Bantam's compact truck and roadster models. Initially, only
American Bantam and Willys-Overland entered the competition. Ford joined later. Bantam's
chief engineer, Harold Crist, who had previously worked on the first Duesenberg , and been an
engineer at Stutz Motor Company of Indianapolis for 18 years, [36] [13] drafted freelance Detroit
designer Karl Probst to collaborate. Probst turned down Bantam initially, but agreed to work
without pay after an Army request and began work on 17 July Probst laid out full design
drawings for the Bantam prototype, known as the Bantam Reconnaissance Car, or BRC, in just
two days, and worked up a cost estimate the next day. Bantam's bid was submitted, complete
with blueprints, on 22 July. But their design was able to leverage commercial off-the-shelf
components as much as possible. Bantam adapted body stampings from its car line: the hood,
cowl, dash, and curvy front fenders. The axles were modified from units from the Studebaker
Champion to four-wheel drive, the transmission was from Warner Gear. Using off-the-shelf
automotive parts where possible had partly enabled drawing up the blueprints quickly. By
working backward, Probst and Bantam's draftsmen converted what Crist and a few others had

put together into drawings. It was delivered on 23 September The vehicle met all the Army's
criteria except engine torque. As Bantam did not have the production capacity or financial
resources to deliver on the scale needed by the War Department, the other two bidders, Ford
and Willys, were encouraged to complete their own pilot models for testing. The contract for the
new reconnaissance car was to be determined by trials. As testing of the Bantam prototype took
place from 27 September to 16 October, Ford and Willys technical representatives present at
Holabird were given ample opportunity to study the vehicle's performance. In order to expedite
production, the War Department forwarded the Bantam blueprints to Ford and Willys, claiming
the government-owned the design. Bantam did not dispute this move due to its precarious
finances. By November , Ford and Willys each submitted prototypes to compete with the
Bantam in the Army's trials. For pre-production runs, each vehicle received revisions and a new
name. Bantam's became the "BRC 40". Production began on 31 March , with a total of 2, built up
to 6 December â€” the number ordered was raised because Britain and Russia already wanted
more of them supplied under the Lend-Lease program. The BRC 40 was the lightest and most
nimble of the three pre-standardized models, and the Army lauded its good suspension, brakes,
and high fuel economy. However, as the company could not meet the Army's demand for 75
Jeeps a day, production contracts were also awarded to Willys and Ford. Only 27 units are still
known to exist. Army units. The Ford's overall design and quality of construction had
advantages over the Bantam and Willys models, but the GP's engine, an adaptation of the Model
N tractor engine, was underpowered and insufficiently reliable. Fifty units were built with
four-wheel steering, of which four have survived. Eventually, virtually all of the Bantam- and
Willys-built jeeps were provided to Britain and Russia, as well as most of the Ford GPs, leaving
under 1, GPs for the home troops. By July , the War Department desired to standardize and
decided to select a single manufacturer to supply them with the next order for 16, vehicles.
Willys won the contract mostly due to its much more powerful 60 HP engine the "Go Devil" ,
which soldiers raved about, and its lower cost and silhouette. The design features in the
Bantam and Ford entries which represented an improvement over Willys's design were then
incorporated into the Willys car, moving it from an "A" designation to "B", thus the "MB"
nomenclature. Most notable was a flat wide hood, adapted from Ford GP. The jeep, once it
entered mass production, introduced several new automotive technologies. Having four-wheel
drive for the first time introduced the need for a transfer case , and the use of constant-velocity
joints on the driven front wheels and axle, to a regular production car-sized vehicle. By October
, it became clear that Willys-Overland could not keep up with production demand, and Ford was
contracted to build jeeps as well, using Willys blueprints, drawings, specifications, and patents,
including the Willys engine. Some 50, were exported to the U. This continued until the company
was taken over in Ford built jeeps with functionally interchangeable parts and components, in
part facilitated by using components from common sources: frames from Midland Steel, wheels
from Kelsey-Hayes, and axles and transfer-cases from Spicer. Many body detail differences
remained for as long as January , when a composite body, fabricated by American Central, was
adopted by both Ford and Willys. It integrated features of both designs. On 7 April , U. Army,
which had applied for it, listing Colonel Byron Q. Jones as the inventor on the patent, though he
had performed no work on the design of the vehicle. Inspired by the larger DUKW , the vehicle
was produced too quickly and proved to be too heavy, too unwieldy, and with insufficient
freeboard. The Soviets were sufficiently pleased with its ability to cross rivers to develop their
own version of it after the war, the GAZ MAV. Contrary to the larger Dodge WC series , the
Willys and Ford jeeps were all the same from factory, and specialization happened only through
standardized accessories, field kits, and local modifications. Frequently made additions to the
standard jeeps were to fit weaponry, communications equipment, medical gear, wire cutters, or
rudimentary armor. These doubled the jeeps nominal payload. They were hardly modified after
the war, and versions of them remained in use for jeeps, into the s. The jeep's primary
command and reconnaissance roles of course necessitated fitting many kinds of tactical
communication equipment. The first standard production fitting was for the SCR radio, placed
on either side in the rear of a jeep, on top of the rear wheel well. For proper reception, this
included radio interference suppression shielding , so indicated by a suffix 'S' on the jeep's
hood registration number. These roles led to the desire to mount automatic rifles, to be fired
from the jeep. To mount either a. This was the most common factory jeep machine-gun mount
during the war, with 31, produced. Besides these, units often created their own pedestal mounts
in the field, or adapted other pedestal mounts as available. Additionally, in the M48 bracket
mount was standardized, to attach the. Browning Automatic Rifle in front of the passenger seat.
Like with the pedestals, troops improvised many gun-holding brackets in the field. The
widespread adoption of the jeep in other armies also meant many different armaments. The
most rigorous efforts were by the British. Perhaps the most well-known are the jeeps modified

by the SAS for the desert raids in Egypt. These had several armaments, commonly using twin
Vickers K machine guns on the passenger side. These also served as a pattern for the later
British airborne jeeps, armed with single Vickers K guns. Many field kits originated as locally
made modifications and additions, for which standard kits were later produced by both the U.
Frequently used examples were rear baggage racks, ambulance litters and frames to transport
lying wounded on jeeps, and wire cutters. Soldiers frequently ran into literally wires â€” either
inadvertently, inconveniently strung communication wires, or deliberately placed by the enemy,
to injure or kill motorcycle and vehicle personnel. The typical countermeasure was to mount a
tall vertical steel bar to the front bumper, that would either cut offending strings, or deflect them
over the heads of the jeep crew. This was first used in Tunisia, , but became frequent in Italy â€”
, and especially necessary in France More specific kits were created to enhance off-roading and
mechanical capabilities, dealing with extreme climates, and technical support applications, like
laying communication cables, or a field arc welder kit. Many solutions made the jeep run on
rails, popular in the Pacific theater with U. For desert cooling, radiator surge tanks were used in
North Africa in Equally, there were winterization kits, even snowplows, and the jeep's
go-anywhere capability was further aided with deep water fording kits, tire air compressors, and
a winch option. For communications, jeeps were modified with rear ditch plows and cable laying
reels, such as the RL reel unit. To disembark jeeps in amphibious landings , in a deep water
fording kit for the jeep was produced. This enabled jeeps to be driven off landing craft like the
LCM Landing Craft Mechanized , wading into relatively deep water, without flooding the engine
or short-circuiting the electrical system. After several interim kits were issued, the U. The kit
contained flexible hoses for both the exhaust and the air intake, as well as proper waterproofing
equipment. Westinghouse developed a T1 air compressor, to be used in conjunction with
special tires, to deflate the tires off-road, in soft mud or snow, and be able to pressurize them
again after. It could be fitted under a maintenance work order, from October There was even a
small capstan winch field kit made for the jeep, driven off the motor, for self-extracting, or
pulling other jeeps trapped in mud or snow. The latter two gadgets remained very rare. Willys
developed a winterization kit for very cold climates. These kits were however frequently
unavailable, so units took their own measures in the field, particularly improvising various body
enclosures, to protect the crew from extreme weather. In addition, two companies fabricated
snow-plows for the jeep. Neither of these seem to have been commonly issued in combat.
Photos of snowplows in use in the European theater mostly show improvised plows, likely
adaptations of snowplows locally found at hand. Although no other light jeeps were taken into
production, it was not for lack of trying. Both key military men, who had been championing the
development of military vehicle concepts they had formulated for years â€” sometimes already
since World War One â€” had led to conclusions about the logic of military mechanization, as
well as automakers large and small, who now saw that in wartime, all of a sudden there were
budgets available to work with. Of course, this was primarily true for the firms involved so far. In
and '43, at least five companies proposed designs: Crosley, Chevrolet, Ford, Willys, and Kaiser.
The Crosley CT-3 "Pup" prototypes were superlight, one- or two-passenger, but still
four-wheel-drive buggies, that were transportable and air-droppable from a C Skytrain. Seven of
36 Pups built are known to survive. Most of the competitors' models were more similar to
standard jeeps, just lighter and smaller. Willys eventually produced even more radical designs.
In Britain, Nuffield Mechanizations and Aero cut down a Willys MB in length and width, and
stripped it for minimum weight, to serve airborne forces. The Airborne Forces Development
Centre in Wiltshire oversaw an entire modification program for jeeps in airborne units, involving
many modifications to reduce both weight and or size, including to wedge them into Horsa
gliders , for operation Market Garden. In early , the US Army's Tank Destroyer Command was
urgently looking to make their antitank guns more mobile, to better serve their tactical doctrine.
Seven of these were built and tested, starting in May , but were found awkward. Shooting
rearwards had advantages, but this configuration also proved difficult to man and operate the
gun. The units were all dismantled to regular jeeps. Further designs were tried with stretched
6-wheel jeeps, but by , the 37mm guns had become largely ineffective against German tanks.
One rare exception was Operation Varsity , for which two mm. Airborne Division , that could be
mounted on their jeeps, proving useful in anti-tank fights. The jeep being too light to mount
substantial guns, it was more suited later in the war, as a platform for rocket artillery, that didn't
have the enormous recoil as conventional tube artillery. The California Institute of Technology
developed two different 4. Several other initiatives all used 4. Testing was also done by both U.
Army and Marine Corps, but none of the jeep-mounted rocket launchers were built in any
significant number, because it was more efficient to use larger trucks that could carry more
rockets. The Soviet Red Army deployed twelve units fitted with rail M8, 82mm rocket launchers
in the bed of a jeep, from December in the Carpathian Mountains. To extend the jeep's luggage

space, the simplest, and frequently used method was the addition of a rear baggage rack. In
exceptional cases, units would actually stretch both body and frame of a jeep, to give it more
passenger and luggage space, but for this usage, a Dodge WC model was available in many
cases. As early as July , after the unsuccessful testing with the T2 and T2E1 37mm antitank
guns mounted on Bantam jeeps, the U. In reality, two models of rearward firing T14 were built,
based on Willys MBs , one slat grille in late , and one or more stamped grilles, by January The
Army tested these in various configurations, up to a 1-ton rated version, as a light,
multi-purpose tractor truck, cargo, or personnel carrier. The Marine Corps also wanted a beefier
truck, using standard jeep components, with higher fixed side body structure, as a personnel or
mortar squad carrier, or an 'MT-CA' field ambulance. It was positively reviewed there for its
effortless operation in deep sand. Including miscellaneous test units, a total of 24 units are
believed to have been built, with six known survivors. Several tracked jeep prototypes were
built, because of such a need in Alaska and Canada. After America had entered the war, a
Japanese attack on the Aleutians made the Alaskan military base there suddenly a zone of great
military importance. Under the steering front wheels, skis could also be mounted. Further fully
tracked "jeeps" were also armored, and developed for, and by Canada â€” see section 'Armored
jeeps'. Many jeeps received added armor in the field, especially in Europe in â€” Frequently, a
rear slanting armor plate was added in front of the grille, and replacing the windshield, as well
as the sides, in place of where doors would be. Since reconnaissance was one of the jeep's
primary purposes, there was a demand for some armor from the start of production.
Concurrently, the Ordnance Corps was pushed to work on a lightly armored reconnaissance
design, based on the standard Willys 4x4 jeep. Different armor configurations were tested on
the T25 through T25E3 prototypes respectively. For all 4x4 armored jeeps, the significant weight
increase reduced their payload, and adversely affected their mobility. Canada went another step
beyond, and created two small series of light, tracked, armed, armored vehicles using largely
Jeep automotive components. Main roles included: intercommunication running messages over
contested ground , armored reconnaissance, and engaging unarmored enemy troops in
airborne and combined operations. The Tracked Jeep showed excellent cross-country
performance over all terrain types, especially soft mud. Its up-hill mobility was deemed superior
to all other light tracked utility vehicles, while its amphibious capability was adequate, despite
its low freeboard. Work to fix this delayed testing until late , and British insights demanded such
fundamental changes, that a mk. The problems with tracks and running gear were still not
sorted out, and development halted. The most extreme concept tried was to turn the jeep into a
rotor kite or gyrokite , similar to an autogyro â€” the Hafner Rotabuggy officially Malcolm
Rotaplane. Designed by Raoul Hafner in , and sponsored by the Airborne Forces Experimental
Establishment AFEE , after their Rotachute enjoyed some success, a passive rotor assembly
was added over the jeep cabin, along with a lightweight tail, for stabilization. This jeep could be
towed into the air by a transport or bomber tug. The Rotabuggy would then be towed to the drop
zone as a rotary-wing glider. It took until autumn to achieve a decent test flight, and other
military gliders , particularly the Waco Hadrian and Airspeed Horsa made the Rotabuggy
superfluous. Incidentally, it was first named the "Blitz Buggy", but that was soon dropped for
"Rotabuggy". There is no consensus among historians as to how the U. Army's World War II
quarter-ton reconnaissance car became known as the "jeep", let alone how the word originated
in the first place. Explanations have proven difficult to verify. According to some sources, the
word "jeep" was used as early as World War I, both as U. Army slang for new, uninitiated
recruits or other new personnel who still had to prove their mettle. It was also used by
mechanics, to refer to any new prototypes or untested vehicles. Segar 's Popeye cartoons.
Eugene the Jeep's go-anywhere ability resulted in various industrial and four-wheel drive
vehicles getting nicknamed "Jeep" in the lates. By â€”, soldiers generally used "jeep" for
half-ton or three-quarter-ton Dodge Command Reconnaissance cars , with the three-quarter-ton
Command Cars sometimes called "beeps" for "big Jeeps" , while the quarter-ton cars were
called "peeps", "son of jeep", "baby jeep", or "quads" or "bantams". The earlys terminology
situation is summed up in the definition given in Words of the Fighting Forces by Clinton A.
Sanders, a dictionary of military slang, published in , in the Pentagon library: "Jeep: A
four-wheel drive car of one-half to one-and-one-half-ton capacity for reconnaissance or other
army duty. A term applied to the bantam-cars, and occasionally to other motor vehicles U. Also
referred to as 'any small plane, helicopter, or gadget'". In the first years of the war, this usage of
the term 'jeep' logically meshes with the ratios of U. In , the U. The half-tons provoked two
insights: the military wanted many more of them, but also needed another vehicle â€” even
smaller, lighter, and more agile. Although prior existence of the term "jeep" dismisses this as an
etymology in the strict sense, it may well have contributed to the marriage of the term with the
WWII quarter-ton truck. So it is possible "GP" could have evolved into "Geep" and then "jeep".

The latter 'GP'-based explanation from the term "general purpose" , though this does appear in
the TM Manual page 10 , [1] and the car is designated a "GP" in the TM Manual â€” these were
published in late and early , and their influence on the jeep's name is dubious. One reason
being: the jeep wasn't the only of the Quartermaster Corps' "general purpose" vehicles â€” so if
this was the source, people would have nicknamed others "geeps" or "jeeps" as well, [86] as
they did before. Office of War Information , in which the jeep itself literally propagates this origin
story of its nickname. Joe Frazer, Willys-Overland President from to , claimed to have coined
the word jeep by slurring the initials G. However, the company handling Willys' public relations
in wrote that the jeep name probably came from the fact that the vehicle made quite an
impression on soldiers at the time, so much so that they informally named it after the
go-anywhere Eugene the Jeep. Capitol steps. Irving "Red" Hausmann, a test driver on the Willys
development team who had accompanied the car for its testing at Camp Holabird, had heard
soldiers there referring to it as a jeep. He was enlisted to go to the event and give a
demonstration ride to a group of dignitaries, including Katherine Hillyer, a reporter for the
Washington Daily News. When asked what it was, Hausmann said "it's a Jeep". Hausmann
preferred "Jeep", to distinguish the Willys rig from the other funny-named quarter-tons at Camp
Holabird. This is believed to be the most likely origin of the term being fixed in public
awareness. Even though Hausmann did not create or invent the word "Jeep", he likely
contributed to its mainstream media usage indicating the quarter-ton vehicle. It is plausible that
the origin was mixed and converged on "jeep" from multiple directions. Military officers and G.
Civilian contractors, engineers, and testers may have related it to Popeye's "Eugene the Jeep"
character. People may have heard the same name from different directions, and as one person
heard it from another, put their own understanding and explanation on it. From on, a "constant
flow of press and film publicity", [18] as well as Willys advertising as of , proclaiming it had
created and perfected the jeep, cemented the name "Jeep" in the civilian public's mind, [78] [17]
even when "peep" was still used at many army camps, [18] and President Roosevelt spoke of
the vital role the "peep" had to play in defending the shores of Fort Story, Virginia One other
particularly influential article may have been the January full review of the military's new
wonder buggy in Scientific American , reprinted as "Meet the Jeep" in Reader's Digest , the
best-selling consumer magazine of the day. The names are all affectionate, for the jeep has
made good. Only a year old, it stole the show in Louisiana. Now the Army plans to have 75, of
them. However, the term 'jeep' born of GP, an auto manufacturing classification is used by
newspapers and most soldiers, and apparently will stick'". Willys made its first 25, MB Jeeps
with a welded flat iron "slat" radiator grille. It was Ford who first designed and implemented the
now familiar and distinctive stamped, vertical-slot steel grille into its Jeep vehicles, which was
lighter, used fewer resources, and was less costly to produce. In order to be able to get their
grille design trademarked, Willys gave their post-war jeeps a seven slot grille instead of the
original Ford nine-slot design. Through a series of corporate takeovers and mergers, AM
General Corporation ended up with the rights to use the seven-slot grille as well, which they in
turn extended to Chrysler when it acquired American Motors Corporation , then the
manufacturer of Jeep, in Due to Willys' trademark, Ford had to use a different design on their M
U. Through corporate history, the Humvee manufacturer AM General also had rights to fit the
seven-slot grille. The jeep inspired other manufacturers to copy the design â€” pictured a 1st
generation Suzuki Jimny. Almost , to the British Empire, [nb 14] including Australia and India,
plus over 8, to Canada, and some 50, to the Soviet Union. The Free French almost 10, and China
almost 7, were medium takers, and many other countries received a small number. Within the U.
S military, jeeps were used by every branch. In the U. Army, an average of units were assigned
to each infantry regiment. Jeeps became so ubiquitous in the European battle theater that some
German troops believed that each American soldier was issued their own jeep. In the North
Africa deserts, the jeep's abilities so far surpassed those of British vehicles that it wasn't
unusual for jeeps to rescue a three-ton truck stuck in the sand. In combat, the British would use
their jeeps in groups of up to fifty or sixty to raid Rommel's lines by surprise, exploiting the
jeep's low silhouette; able to remain unseen, hide behind dunes, and surprise the enemy. Jeeps
served as indefatigable pack horses for troop transport and towing supply trailers, carrying
water, fuel, and ammo, and pulling through the most difficult terrain. They performed nimble
scout and reconnaissance duty, were frequent ambulances for the wounded, and did hearse
service. They also doubled as mobile field command headquarters or weapons platforms â€”
either with mounted machine guns or pulling small artillery pieces into "unreachable" areas
over inhospitable terrain. Some of them had a wire cutter as protection against taut-wire traps.
Fitted with flanged steel wheels, they could pull railroad cars. Despite some shortcomings, the
jeep was generally well-liked, seen as versatile, maneuverable, dependable, and almost
indestructible. In the cauldron of war, the jeeps served every purpose imaginable: as a power

plant, light source, improvised stove for field rations, or a hot water source for shaving.
Hitched-up with the proper tools, it would plow snow, or dig long furrows for laying heavy
electrical cable along jungle airfields â€” laid by another jeep following it. It goes everywhere.
It's as faithful as a dog, as strong as a mule and as agile as a goat. It constantly carries twice
what it was designed for, and still keeps on going. General George S. Patton 's jeep â€”
Bastogne, Belgium Wire catcher on front of improvised attack jeep , used by Israeli commandos
in the Arabâ€”Israeli War. Willys-Overland filed to trademark the "Jeep" name in Even before
actual civilian purpose jeeps had been created, the 3 Jan issue of Life magazine featured a story
titled: 'U. Civilians Buy Their First Jeeps'. A mayor from Kansas had bought a Ford GP in
Chicago in , and it performed invaluable work on his acre farm. Already in industrial designer
Brooks Stevens came up with an idea on how to make a civilian car called Victory Car on the
Jeep chassis. Federal Trade Commission agreed with American Bantam that the idea of creating
the Jeep was originated and developed by the American Bantam in collaboration with the U.
Army as well as Ford and Spicer. The first CJs were essentially the same as the MB, except for
such alterations as vacuum-powered windshield wipers, a tailgate and therefore a side-mounted
spare tire , and civilian lighting. Also, the civilian jeeps had amenities like naugahyde seats,
chrome trim, and were available in a variety of colors. Mechanically, a heftier T transmission
replaced the Willys MB's T84 in order to appeal to the originally considered rural buyer
demographic. In Britain, Rover was also inspired to build their own jeep-like vehicle. Their first
testing prototype was actually built on the chassis of a battered war-surplus jeep on a Welsh
farm, and Land Rover production started after its presentation model was well-received at the
Amsterdam auto show. In , it was quickly followed by the M38A1 or MD , featuring an all-new
"round-fendered" body in order to clear the also new, taller, Willys Hurricane engine. This jeep
was later developed into the civilian CJ-5 launched in Similarly, its ambulance version, the M or
MDA , featuring a inch wheelbase stretch, was later turned into the civilian CJ Before the CJ-5,
Willys offered the public a cheaper alternative with the taller F-head, overhead-valve engine, in
the form of the CJ-3B , simply using a CJ-3A body with a taller hood. This was quickly turned
into the M jeep mostly used for export, through by equipping it with the available heavy-duty
options such as larger tires and springs, and by adding black-out lighting, olive drab paint, and
a trailer hitch. After , MA2 and -A3 versions of the CJ-5 were created in a similar way for friendly
foreign governments. And, for the first time, a CJ had doors, as well as an available hardtop.
Nevertheless, these are considered direct descendants of the WWII jeep. The compact body
retains the Jeep grille and profile, and can even still be driven with the doors off and the
windshield folded forward. Licenses to produce jeeps, especially CJ-3Bs, were issued to
manufacturers in many different countries, and some, such as Mahindra and Mahindra Limited
in India, continue to produce them in some form or another to this day. The Jeepster can be
delivered a diesel engine or the 1. The compact military jeep continued to be used in the Korean
and Vietnam Wars. In Korea, it was mostly deployed in the form of the MB, as well as the M38
and M38A1 introduced in and , its direct descendants. In Vietnam, the most used jeep was the
then newly designed Ford M , which featured such state-of-the-art technologies as a unibody
construction and all-around independent suspension with coil-springs. The M jeep remained in
U. Apart from the mainstream of â€” by today's standards â€” relatively small jeeps, an even
smaller vehicle was developed for the U. Marine Corps, suitable for helicopter airlifting and
manhandling, the M "Mighty Mite ". The Filipinos stripped down the jeeps to accommodate
several passengers, added metal roofs for shade, and decorated the vehicles with vibrant colors
and bright chrome hood ornaments. Recognizing the widespread use of these vehicles, the
Philippine government began to place restrictions on their use. Drivers now must have
specialized licenses , regular routes, and reasonably fixed fares. Starting in , a Jeep-engined
utility vehicle was produced by Autoar in Argentina. Starting from , a new sedan was introduced
using the same cc Jeep engine and manual transmission. It was fitted with overdrive to
compensate for the Jeep's low axle ratio. In , a new overhead valve 3-litre six-cylinder was
announced, but was probably never built. At that time, Piero Dusio returned to Italy. In the s,
production was sporadic, and models built included a station wagon with a Jeep-type cc engine.
Inspired by the U. Ford GPA amphibious jeep. Not liked much by Western forces, but well
received by Russia. Note rear baggage rack, and sides added to the canvas top. Rail Jeep
conversion to a switch engine in Australia, The model is available in several of the Forza racing
games. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Car model. For the U. For other uses, see Jeep
disambiguation. WW II total: , incl. Interwar experimental vehicles. USMC converted half-ton, 4x2
Chevrolet, armed scout one-off [19]. Marmon-Herrington converted Ford half-ton truck, ca.
Allies hastily received interim models â€” the U. Pilot models: Willys 'Quad' and Ford 'Pygmy'.
Willys "Quad" pilot car initially copied Bantam's rounded grille and hood. Standard cabin and
engine. Other contemporaneous jeeps. The Autobiography of a 'Jeep'. Play media. This short

film by the U. Office of War Information narrated the jeep's story up til then from its own view.
Ford design, stamped steel, nine-slot grille on a Willys MB. Main article: Jeepney. Early Willys
MB ft. Willys MB left rear quarter: split combat rims, spare gas can and spare wheel. He wrote
regularly about automobile design for the New York Times. These were put into service as a
stopgap measure between the retirement of the M38A1 and the introduction of the Iltis.
Technical manual. US War Department. Archived PDF from the original on 23 June Retrieved 26
May War Department. Jeeps â€” Bloomsbury Publishing. Retrieved 27 January The ClassicCars.
Retrieved 8 November Detroit: Wayne State University Press. Retrieved 28 December Ordnance
Corps 31 December Archived PDF from the original on 31 December Retrieved 17 February
Retrieved 24 June Crusade in Europe. Retrieved 30 January National Museum of the United
States Army. American Enterprise Institute. Retrieved 10 January The American Design
Adventure, â€” MIT Press. Jeep CJ Veloce Publishing. Archived from the original on 12 May Phil
Patton blog. The Quartermaster Review. XXI no. Washington D. Retrieved 22 February Military
Wheeled Vehicles". Retrieved 2 October Off Road Xtreme. Extreme Ventures, LLC. Retrieved 24
February Truck Trend. Minneapolis, MN: Motorbooks. Archived from the original on 17 July
Archived from the original on 15 April Event occurs at min. Retrieved 21 October Popular
Mechanics. November Archived from the original on 11 May Retrieved 12 May Washington, D.
Army Originally published: , Washington, D. Jeep Goes to War â€” a pictorial chronicle.
Courage Books. Branchville, NJ: Portrayal Press. Archived from the original on 8 April Allpar
Forums. Masters of Mass Production. Everyman Driver. Archived from the original on 12
November Archived from the original on 29 May Retrieved 12 March Archived from the original
on 24 September Retrieved 23 February York Daily Record. Motorbooks International. October
Popular Science. Archived from the original on 14 May Retrieved 14 May Beaulieu Encyclopedia
of the Automobile. London: HMSO. Retrieved 1 May Archived from the original on 17 September
Retrieved 24 September Full article at Standard Catalog of U. Military Vehicles - 2nd Edition.
Iola, Wisconsin: Krause Publications. Military Jeep Manual: An insight into the history,
development, production and role of the US Army's light four-wheel-drive. Indianapolis, IN:
Bobbs-Merrill. Jeep Off-Road. MotorBooks International. The Ship That Never Was. Xlibris
Corporation. Retrieved 20 February Jeep: The Unstoppable Legend. Publications International.
Detroit: U. XXV and Courier Corporation. The Autobiography of a 'Jeep' film. Archived from the
original on 16 May Retrieved 12 October Army] gave me a nickname. From the words 'General
Purpose', they took the 'G' and the 'P'. They called me "Jeep"! National Post. Postmedia
Network. Retrieved 9 May Justia Trademarks. Retrieved 28 January Modern Mechanix. Retrieved
31 January Retrieved 15 October The Blade. Toledo, Ohio. Winter â€” Western Pennsylvania
History. Motor Authority. Retrieved 1 February The Jeep Wrangler has [ Motor Trend. Retrieved
13 July Relevant lists: List of land vehicles of the U. John Deere M-Gator. Dodge WC and WC
Flyer M GMV 1. Dodge T "Burma truck". FWD Model B. Standard B "Liberty" truck. Diamond T G
Ford M, M and M Oshkosh MTVR series. Caterpillar M and M "Goer". Tonnage classes refer to
the nominal, off-road payload ratings â€” unless specified otherwise Military vehicles of the
United States. Hidden categories: All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from July Harv and Sfn no-target errors CS1 maint: location Articles with
short description Short description matches Wikidata Use dmy dates from January Articles with
long short description Short description is different from Wikidata Pages using multiple image
with auto scaled images Pages using the external media template with no first item Articles with
unsourced statements from September Commons category link is locally defined Commons
category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Karl Probst , Delmar G. Live axles on leaf springs front and rear.
Four-wheel steering Willys Quad prototype archived. Four-wheel steering Ford GP testing unit
archived. Mechanical features of the new "Bug" explained in Popular Science , Oct , p. Part of
Katherine Hillyer's February article. Soldiers in the rear seat for gunners were unperturbed.
Over flat terrain, the jeep would transport up to six soldiers with backpacks, if necessary.
Bantam BRC [nb 20]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Willys MA. AM General.
Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon. Cherokee SJ.
Compact pickup. Full-size pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. Wrangler
YJ. Wrangler TJ. Wrangler JK. Wrangler JL. Wrangler Unlimited LJ. Wrangler Unlimited JKU.
Wrangler Unlimited JLU. Subcompact crossover. Renegade BU. Compact crossover. Compass
MK Compass MP. Patriot MK Cherokee KL. Cherokee XJ. Mid-size crossover. Grand Cherokee
WK2. Grand Cherokee L WL. Mid-size SUV. Wagoneer Limited XJ. Grand Cherokee WJ. Grand
Cherokee WK. Commander XK. Full-size SUV. Grand Wagoneer SJ. Wagoneer SJ. CJ-8
Scrambler. Comanche MJ. Midsize pickup. Gladiator JT. Vehicle availablity limited to China.
Concept Cars. It was available as a pickup truck , a platform stake truck, a chassis cab , or a

bare chassis. The truck was restyled in with the addition of a V-shaped grille with five horizontal
bars. Optional accessories included an engine governor , a power takeoff , and a pulley drive.
Over , of these trucks were manufactured. The Jeep Truck was available with only one
transmission, the Borg-Warner T three-speed manual, with synchromeshed second and third
gears. The heavy duty Timken was used in the early years of production, later being replaced by
the Dana The front axle was a Dana From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies
largely or entirely on a single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page.
Please help improve this article by introducing citations to additional sources. Motor vehicle.
Willys-Overland Motors Kaiser-Jeep. This section does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. January Learn how and when to remove this template message.
Categories : Willys vehicles Jeep vehicles Pickup trucks Vehicles introduced in s cars s cars s
cars Motor vehicles manufactured in the United States. Hidden categories: Articles needing
additional references from January All articles needing additional references Articles with short
description Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles
with unsourced statements from January Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size pickup.
Goâ€”Devil standard Hurricane optional. Changes from 4T: V-shaped grille with five horizontal
bars Updated gauge cluster No side steps on the pickup version Four-wheel drive only from on.
Continental straight-six engine. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Willys Jeep Truck.
AM General. Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon.
Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. Willys Jeep
CJ2A - Windshield height 25", flat fenders, split windshield, has tailgate, top mounted
windshield wipers, side mounted spare tire, hood height 6". Willys Jeep CJ3A - Windshield
height 27", flat fenders, one piece windshield, vent in middle of windshield, bottom mounted
windshield wipers, hood height 6". Willys Jeep M38 - Windshield height 27", flat fenders, one
piece windshield, vent in middle of windshield, bottom mounted windshield wipers, hood height
6". The engine was the L "Go Devil" Flathead. All DJ models were 2wd. CJ6 is the same basic
vehicle as an early model CJ5 except with an extended rear body tub and " wheelbase for ''71
and " wheelbase for '' The DJ is the Postal Jeep most people recognize today. They also
produced a long version from until , the DJ Jeepster Commando C - Jeep roadster with either a
full soft top, a half hardtop forming a truck. Wheel base is " forming the model number. Jeep
Commando C - Jeep roadster with either a full soft top, a half hardtop forming a truck. Front
Grille was changed from the traditional Jeep style design. Jeep CJ5 - Windshield width 55",
round fender Jeep, one piece windshield, factory roll bar, bottom mounted windshield wipers,
factory mounted door hinges, windshield retainer screws on, sloped windshield. Jeep CJ7 Windshield width 55", round fender Jeep, one piece windshield, factory roll bar, bottom
mounted windshield wipers, factory mounted door hinges, has either no windshield retainer or
screw-in design. Measures 81" from door hinge to rear of vehicle. Jeep CJ8 Scrambler Windshield width 55", round fender Jeep, one piece windshield, factory roll bar, bottom
mounted windshield wipers, factory mounted door hinges, Jeep Wrangler YJ - Windshield width
55", round fender Jeep, one-piece windshield, factory roll bar with horizontal supports,
rectangular headlights and turn signal lights, and a squared off front grille. Comes with either
half or full hard doors. Jeep Wrangler TJ - Windshield width 55". Round headlights. Center
Tailgate mounted spare tire carrier with brake light. Tailgate opens to the side. Coil spring 5 link
suspension. Equipped with both driver and passenger side air bags. Plastic front fenders and
grill. Coil Spring 5 link suspension. Three Piece Modular hardtop. Suspension is mounted to the
sub-frame of vehicle. Coil spring front suspension with leaf springs in the rear. Available in both
2 door and 4 door versions, both versions have the same wheel base. The first Jeep vehicle to
use the Quadra-Coil design. Optional Quadra-trac II transfer four-wheel drive system. Jeep
Grand Cherokee WJ - Replacement for the ZJ with modern lines, larger interior space by putting
the spare tire under the cargo area floor. Quality parts for your Jeep or Willys. Shop with
confidence at Midwest Jeep Willys. So you need to fix and repair your Willys Jeep. Not sure
what part you need? Vintage Willys Jeeps are not one size fits all. Are you ready to bring your
Jeep Willys back from the dead? Where do I start, who has the parts that I need? Look no
further, Midwest Jeep Willys offers you thousands of quality aftermarket Jeep Willys restoration
parts from the top manufactures. Have you ever seen a Jeep Wrangler that just blew your mind?
Are you looking to make your Jeep stand out from the rest? It was produced from until Set an
alert to be notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 3. After WWII, the car morphed into a
civilian Jeep, or CJ, and inspired both an entire category of recreational 4-wheel drive vehicles
and several generations of military light utility vehicles. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an

Alert? Featured Private Seller. I have a very cool and rare Jeep Willys Fleet Van for sale. These
vehicles went into production i This awesome classi Dealership Showcased. Beautifully
restored Willys Jeep. Includes full canvas top as shown and half top in vinyl n This is a very
clean old Jeep, with loads of new parts. It's on about a This Jeep was built for the serious
Jeeper. Auction Vehicle. Willys was a brand name used by Willys-Overland Motors, an American
automobile company best known f Take a good look at this TN barn-find or Willys Jeep. This is
a mostly solid steel origin Private Seller. Reduced Price!! Previous owner installed a Chevy V-8,
oversized allo See a little off-roading in your future Refine Search? Also be sure to view results
in. This Chevrolet Nova has a refurbished exterior and interior and is powered by a rebuilt ci V8
mated to a 3-speed automatic. The car is finished in Blue with a White top and has new chrome
bumpers, grille, and trim. Black vinyl front buckets are separated by a custom center console
and floor-mounted shifter and amenities includea retro-styledigital stereo,additional speakers,
and an amplifier. Additional equipment consists ofpower steering,four-wheeldisc brakes, and
new Michelin tires over Cragar SS wheels. This Novais now offered with a clean Kansas title in
the name of the seller. Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and
white top are original, and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This
third-generation GT was acquired by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service
records, and a clear Florida title. This Plymouth Prowler is a one-owner, 33k-mileexample
finished in Prowler orange pearl coat and accompanied by a matching trailer. Power is provided
by a 3. Interior features include Agateleather and Kenwood speakers,and new staggered-width
Continental tires are found at all four corners. OEM covers for the car and trailer, an OBD meter,
miscellaneous parts, a battery tender, and more are included. One of approximately 3, produced
in , this roadster is offered with 20 years of service records and a clear Florida title in the
seller's name. Power is provided by a 6. Equipment includes a power sunroof, dual-zone climate
control, heated and cooled seats, navigation, Harmon Kardon sound, 20" Brass Monkey wheels,
traction control, and much more. Thecar is stored in a climate-controlled garage and has been
started and moved every two months since new. This Hellcat is offered by the seller with all
three keys, all original purchase documents, including the window sticker, and a clear Idaho
title. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center. About
ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities. Read The
Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. Our
Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the company, and
ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards recognized ClassicCars.
In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Images are general in nature and may not reflect
the specific vehicle selected. Styled by Brooks Stevens, the Willys model two-door wagon
borrowed heavily from the wartime favorite Jeep up front. From the cowl back, it had flat panel
sides with edging that gave the impression of wood construction despite being all steel. It was
joined in by a panel delivery and pickup, also in two-wheel drive. Another offering late in the
year was a flathead six-cylinder, the model In a postwar market starved for vehicles across the
board, they did sell well, but it became obvious that four-wheel drive was what the buyers were
looking for and something that would make Willys stand out from the competition. The live front
axle was introduced in for all body styles, and became the mainstay of production since. The
wagons did see a number of slight changes over the years. After the introductory plain grille, a
chromed vertical center spear motif was introduced for the two-wheel drive Station Sedan. This
was also used on the Jeepsters. The Station Sedan also featured basket weave motif decals on
the upper bodyside inset panels and wheel covers rather than hub caps. As such, wagons so
equipped became the model Shortly after, the cubic inch six was bumped up to cubic inches,
remaining a flathead until it was changed into an F-head in The final engine change was
replacing the with an overhead valve cubic inch six in The front suspension on two-wheel drive
wagons was changed in With glamour and chrome in the industry reaching their zenith in the
late s, Willys did what they could to make the wagon flashier for the times despite its more
utilitarian nature. Two years later, the Traveler was introduced as essentially the sedan delivery
with rear barn doors, side windows and a fold-down rear seat. Two-wheel drive Maverick side
trim also changed in , remaining unchanged though the end of
volkswagon eos
2008 ford fusion oil pressure sensor location
p1506 ford escort
production in with unsold units carrying over into After competition from the Big Three began
to encroach on the four-wheel drive market that Jeeps had done so well in, Willys introduced
the Wagoneer, which through various iterations and parent companies remained a very popular
vehicle right up until its discontinuation in It all started, however, with the little postwar Willys

Jeep Wagon. For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this
amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the
amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would
like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Get a Quote. Model Overview
Images are general in nature and may not reflect the specific vehicle selected. History of the
Willys-Jeep Station Wagons Styled by Brooks Stevens, the Willys model two-door wagon
borrowed heavily from the wartime favorite Jeep up front.

